Welcome to the second edition of

.

March is a special month as we celebrate World Book Day! This
year will be a very unique experience as we find ways to share
our joy of the written word without being in the same building
as your young readers. Rest assured that we’ll do everything we
can to make it a memorable one.
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Thanks to all of you who have been in touch with offers of book
donations. They are greatly appreciated! As our library remains
closed for now, we are working hard to ensure that no QB pupil
goes without a book to read at home. If you’re having a clear
out and have any age appropriate books to donate, then please
contact us:
apaetel@queensbridge.bham.sch.uk
jhowe@queensbridge.bham.sch.uk
To stay up to date with everything
reading, follow us!
Twitter: @QbridgeLibrary
Instagram: @qb_schlibrary

Top Tip #2
Listening to audiobooks is as beneficial as reading
paper or ebooks. Why not encourage your young
reader to listen whilst going on a daily walk?
1.Listen in 20-30 minute slots then take a break
It’s important to take a break to absorb what you have been
listening to and reflect.
2. Don’t be afraid to rewind and re-listen
It’s okay to occasionally miss pieces of the book. If you are unable
to recall moments from a chapter simply rewind and listen again. It
is just like re-reading part of a book that you have not followed or
want to enjoy again.
3.Adjust the narration speed
You can speed the narrator’s voice up to 3 times in all apps. This
can shrink a book that is 9 hours long into 3 short hours. Avoid
speeding the book up too fast though! Find a speed that is easy on
your ear and that will help you focus on the narration.
4.Chat about what you are reading
Sharing what you think and feel about the book with others will
help you understand and retain information. It’s also a great way
to hear others’ opinions and have some fun chats!
5.Create a routine
We often use the excuse “I don’t have enough time to read” but
we all know that it is about building the time into our routine. Find
a time of day that works for you and protect it. Some people find it
relaxing to become absorbed in an audiobook first thing in the
morning or last thing before sleep.
5.Get active!
Exercise, such as walking, is a great activity to pair with listening to
your audiobook.

Expert Opinions
The National Literacy Trust released the results of their research on audiobooks last
month (February 2021) and it shows that engagement with audiobooks can benefit
children's reading skills and enjoyment, as well as their mental wellbeing and emotional
intelligence
“With audiobook sales predicted to overtake those of ebooks in 2020 and the popularity of the
format amongst children increasing by 138% in the last year alone, we set out to explore existing
evidence on the role of audiobooks in supporting children’s literacy inside and outside of the
classroom.
Our review, Audiobooks and literacy, shows how audiobooks can widen children’s access to literature.
Audiobooks offer easy access on many devices to a wide range of texts. They are also able to access
more of a book than reading alone, as the listening experience deepens their understanding of tone,
pronunciation, accents and dialects.
Our review also includes evidence that listening to an audiobook requires the same cognitive skills as
reading in print, and also supports the development of skills that children need to read including
language comprehension and the ability to understand and retain information.
Some of the research we reviewed showed that listening to a human voice can elicit a stronger
emotional response than reading a written narrative or watching a film, indicating that audiobooks
have the potential to support a child’s emotional intelligence.
We also found audiobooks were effective at engaging reluctant, struggling and developing readers.
Children are able to access a wider range of stories through audiobooks, where difficulty
understanding a written text is a barrier, with stories beyond their reading level made accessible. The
‘cool factor’ of listening to stories on a digital device is also particularly appealing to reluctant
readers.
The ability to listen to a book as a family was found to be an important way of getting books into the
home. Audiobooks can also help parents who themselves struggle to read or lack confidence reading
to share stories with their children. The rise of smart speakers has also facilitated the sharing of
stories, with many services now launching storytelling apps”

Reading Recommendations
KS3 Recommendation: Jemima Small Versus The
Universe by Tamsin Winter

Jemima Small is brilliant. She knows more stuff about more
things than almost anyone she knows. Which means she should
be an ideal candidate to make be on the TV quiz show,
Brainiacs.
But being mocked by bullies and selected for the school’s
healthy lifestyle group (aka Fat Club) have made her feel
invisible. After all, why on earth would anyone want to watch a
girl as big as her on TV?
A compelling, empowering tale about a big girl, small minds
and self-discovery.

KS4 Recommendation: After the Fire by Will
Hill

A gripping and unforgettable story of survival. Before, she lived
inside a fence with her family. After, she's trapped, now in a
federal facility. Before, she was never allowed to leave the
property, never allowed to talk to Outsiders, never allowed to
speak her mind. After, there are too many people asking
questions, wanting to know what happened to her, trying to
find out who she really is. Before, she thought she was being
protected from something. After, people are telling her that
now she's finally safe. She isn't sure what's better, before or
after, all she knows is that there are questions she can't answer,
and if everything she's been told is a lie, how can she know
who's telling the truth now?

Parent/Carer Recommendation: The Giver of
Stars by Jojo Moyes

Set in Depression-era America, a breathtaking story of five
extraordinary women and their remarkable journey through
the mountains of Kentucky and beyond. Alice Wright marries
American Bennett Van Cleve hoping to escape her stifling life in
England. But small-town Kentucky quickly proves equally
claustrophobic. So when a call goes out for a team of women to
deliver books as part of Eleanor Roosevelt’s new traveling
library, Alice signs up. Joined by a small group of women, they
become known as the Packhorse Librarians of Kentucky.

Reading News
Year 11 Book Club

Behind the Cover is for all women and non-binary readers aged 16 and over. It’s a book
club that celebrates brilliant books with women at the centre of the story.
We share audiobooks alongside activities to help grown ups and young adults talk
about the book. There's exclusive content from authors discussing their inspirations
and writing process, their favourite books, and answers to book club questions.
Behind The Cover Club aims to share excellent books by and about women, while
giving you readers a glimpse at the big questions and writers behind the stories.
How it works
Once you've signed up to the Behind the Cover Club, you will be emailed an
exclusive audiobook.com access code to download the book for free.
Sign up here

Bournville BookFest

This year’s children’s book festival has gone digital! Videos will arrive on their website
at 9am every day during World Book Day Week March 1-5 2021.
They all have an interactive element to them and are all under 30 minutes long so can
be squeezed in at the end of the school day. Sessions from Michael Rosen, Benjamin
Zephaniah, Nick Sharratt and many more will be sure to bring some book joy!
Bournville BookFest | BookFest for Schools

#WorldBookDay

March 4th is World Book Day and pupils will enjoy lots of reading, creative challenges
and competitions. Encourage your child to get involved and enter all of the
competitions to be in with a chance of winning some great prizes. Keep a close eye on
the QB library social media accounts! Pupils will receive a £1 book token which they
can buy a small book with, or put towards the cost of a more expensive title. To see all
of the titles, and for more World Book Day activities and news, check out their website:
www.worldbookday.com

